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ABOUT BELINDA 

I am a qualified and registered Early Childhood 

Teacher, I gained my degree from Queensland 

University of Technology in 2003. I spent years working 

in childcare before searching for an alternative way of 

teaching and being with children that felt more 

authentic to me. This led me to a beautiful community 

kindergarten and then to manage a Montessori 

Children's House. Shortly after my first son (Archie) 

was born in 2010, I discovered and fell in love with 

Steiner education, for its imaginative, creative, spiritual 

and holistic aspects. I was blessed to work (and learn!) 

at Noosa Pengari Steiner Preschool for 18 months 

before the arrival of my second son (Louie) in 2014. I 

love incorporating all that I have learnt on my journey 

so far and continue to learn more every day! 
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OUR CURRICULUM 

Within the leafy, tropical surrounds of Sunshine 

Beach sits my beautiful cottage home; filled with 

light, warmth and love. I offer Steiner inspired family 

daycare, where I consciously create an environment 

worthy of a child's imitation. 

 

"Children learn not by being taught, but by 

imitating." Rudolf Steiner 

 

Our daily rhythm is our curriculum. The children 

learn through play, transitions and everyday life 

experiences. Holistic learning is woven throughout 

the curriculum in a natural way. For example, a 

simple baking activity helps to build literacy, 

numeracy and science foundations. Within this age 

group (1-5 years) I am primarily focused on building 

strong foundations for life-long learning through 

concrete, hands on experiences rather than explicitly 

teaching abstract concepts. 
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We immerse ourselves in a gentle and unhurried 

daily rhythm. Each day begins with baking bread. The 

children find comfort, security and a sense of 

belonging when they know what to expect each day. 

We cultivate a sense that here, we have time to do 

things beautifully. You will notice that we spend time 

with our transitions, building bridges from one 

activity to the next, rather than rushing over them. 

During the early years these ‘transitions’ (tidying up, 

washing hands, moving from indoors to outdoors) 

really make up a large percentage of the day and are 

wonderful learning experiences. 

 

After baking, the children are involved in imaginative 

free play which is inspired through natural, open 

ended materials. Many handmade by myself or local 

artisans. Toys are made from natural materials which 

are warm to the touch, kept simple- so that the 

child's imagination can run free and are aesthetically 

pleasing. 

 

There are household tasks to help with, such as 

baking, cutting fruits and vegetables to share, 

sweeping and polishing the wooden toys with 

beeswax.  

Creativity is a large part of the curriculum. We sing 

throughout the day with our golden voices, paint 

rainbow fairy lands with watercolours and draw with 
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beeswax crayons. In every aspect of the curriculum, 

the highest quality materials are used. 

 

Each child has a ‘learning journal’ which you may 

access at any time containing their artwork and my 

observations of their learning and play. These 

journals will be sent home to you as a keepsake on a 

regular basis. 
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OUR DAILY RHYTHM 

  

Arrival Children are arriving to the familiarity of 

baking bread as a transition from home to 

daycare.  

9.30am Fruit time – we prepare and share a plate of 

fruit and vegetables 

Imaginative free play 

Nappy changes 

 ‘Tidy Teddy’ time: we sing and tidy away all 

our toys together 

Circle time (games, songs, verse,movement) 

  Toilet /Wash hands 

11.30am  Lunch 

  Story 

Rest 

Art/ Craft/ Quiet Activities 

Imaginative Free Play 

Nappy changes. 

  Toilet/ Wash hands 

2.30pm Afternoon Snack 

  Outside Play 

  Children are departing with their families. 
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 Our daily rhythm is not set in stone, it ebbs and 

flows with the children. If they are hungry or 

tired earlier, then I change the rhythm to suit 

 Nappy changes occur whenever they are needed, 

in addition to the above mentioned times 
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MEAL TIMES 

Mealtimes have a sense of celebration as we enjoy each 

other’s company, make connections and share 

conversations. We set the table beautifully and use 

crockery and cutlery rather than plastic alternatives, 

teaching the children to take care and appreciate 

beauty. We sing a simple blessing at mealtimes to 

encourage an attitude of reverence and gratitude. 

The silver rain, the shining sun, 

The fields where scarlet poppies run. 

And all the ripples on the wheat, 

Are in the bread that we do eat. 

Blessings on our meal and peace upon the Earth. 

 

Our food is lovingly prepared by the children and 

myself each day. We use wholesome and nutritious 

ingredients. All food is organic and vegetarian. We are 

happy to cater to intolerances. We use whole grains, 

dairy, eggs, nuts/ seeds, fruit & veg. The menu is 

planned seasonally and according to the children's 

tastes. 
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Sample Menu 

Monday  Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

Morning Tea 

A platter of fruit/ veg/ nuts/ seeds/ cheese 

Lunch 

Home made, spelt bread rolls with protein rich toppings 

such as nut butter, hommus, avocado, cheese  

+ Fruit and Vegie platter to share 

Afternoon Snack 

Homemade popcorn/ smoothie/ muffin etc 
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REST TIME 

 

 

After lunch, we travel to storyland as I tell the children 

a story on their beds. It may have simple props, like a 

puppet show or it may be simply told with my voice. 

Stories are often therapeutic in nature and chosen to 

reflect a particular challenge or situation that is 

emerging. For example, separating from parents. The 

same story will be told for a week so that it can settle 

deeply within the child. 

Each child has their own cot mattress with sheet and 

blanket. You are welcome to bring your child’s blankie/ 

teddy/ comforter if you like. 

I sit with the children as they’re falling asleep and sing 

lullabies or read them fairy tales. 

After half an hour rest, any children that are not 

needing to sleep will hop up and start art & craft. 
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BIRTHDAYS 

Birthdays are very special for a young child and we like 

to celebrate them here at LillyPilly Play. Whether your 

child is present for their actual birthday or not, we will 

still have a small celebration to mark the occasion. The 

children will make birthday cards and a birthday cake 

to share for afternoon tea which you will be invited to 

share. I will tell a special birthday story and each child 

will receive a small gift handmade with love. 

 

HOURS 

I offer approved childcare through Louera Family Day 

Care Scheme. Places are limited to 4 children aged 1-5 

years, Monday - Thursday. A standard day is 8.30am – 

3.30pm. Outside of these hours is available by 

negotiation.  

A standard day at LillyPilly Play is 7 hours. This allows 

us to have only 4 children in care per day. It means 

that the children can settle in to their daily rhythm 

without being interrupted by more children arriving 

and departing throughout the day.  
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Please note that you do not have to have your child in 

care for the full minimum hours. You are most 

welcome to have your child attend only a few hours of 

that day, however you will still be charged fees for the 

minimum hours booked. 

 If you require your child to be in care additional hours 

to the minimum booked hours, these will be charged 

hourly for each additional hour, or part thereof, in 

care.  

Please note that if your child is absent for any reason 

(illness, holiday, etc.) you will still be required to pay 

for your booked hours. 
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FEES 

Children aged 1-5 years 

Standard hours of care: (8.30am-3.30pm) $12.00 per 

hour 

Nappies/ wipes $4.00/ day (optional) 

Note – Full Fees (before CCB&CCR) will be charged until 

Centrelink confirms subsidies and percentages (usually 

1-2 weeks). This amount may then place your account 

in credit.   

Late Fees 

Sometimes I will have appointments or other 

commitments after the standard day is finished so if 

you are running late, please call or text to let me know 

as soon as possible. If you are more than 15 minutes 

late, you will be charged $12.00 per hour, or part 

thereof. 

 

PAYMENT 

• You will be invoiced on Monday, for the 

following week’s care. 

• All accounts are to be received by Friday, every 

week.   

• Accounts are to be kept at least 1 week in 

advance.  
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• Payments will be made via bank deposit or direct 

debit. 

• If payment is not received to my account by 

Friday, a late payment fee will be applied to your 

account at the rate of $20.00.  

• If payments are still outstanding by the following 

Friday, care may be terminated until your 

account is paid up to date.   

  

Bond payment is required upon enrolment to secure 

your place, the bond amount is $100 per child.  

 

This bond will be held and applied to your account 

upon the receipt of two weeks notice to end the care 

agreement.   

 

  

PUBLIC HOLIDAYS 

If your booked day falls on a public holiday you are 

required to pay standard fees even though LillyPilly 

Play will be closed.   
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EDUCATOR HOLIDAYS & SICKNESS 

Fees will not be charged if I am unable to work due to 

illness or holiday leave.  

Written notice will be provided to families well in 

advance in relation to educator holidays.  

 

 

INCLUSIONS 

At LillyPilly Play you will have the following 

included in your fees:   

 $1.20/ hour carer levy is charged and forwarded 

to Louera Family Daycare scheme 

 Beautiful Art and Craft supplies (such as 

watercolours, beeswax crayons,pure wol and felt) 

 Food (organic & homemade) 

 Beautiful and highest quality toys to inspire 

imaginative play 

 A learning journal 

 Linen, for sleep/rest times  

 Love! 
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WHAT TO BRING 

Please LABEL EVERYTHING that comes to LillyPilly Play. 

  

Drinks Filtered water is available all day. Please bring 

your child their own water bottle.  

Rest time Linen is provided, you are welcome to bring 

along sleep comforters such as pillows, teddies and 

wraps 

Nappies/ Wipes if required. Please allow five nappies 

per day. Alternatively, I can provide these for you. I use 

Huggies nappies and natural/ eco-friendly wipes (Naty 

brand) for $4.00/ day. 

Hat preferably broad brimmed 

Spare clothes 2-3 sets of spare clothes to suit the 

weather, and many more changes if toilet training. We 

love messy play so please ensure to send your child in 

messy play suitable clothes, so we can have fun 

without the worry of stains. 

Shoes 

Food Please bring a piece of fruit or vegetable to share at 

fruit time and a small snack for your child. Particularly 

when they first start and are adapting to this new 

environment your child may like to have something 

from home to supplement the food they eat here. 

Something that will not perish is a good idea, as 

somedays they will not need this extra snack. 
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HAPPY FAMILIES 

"Belinda Connelly is one of the most gentle, caring and 

sweetest angels to ever have walked the earth. We were 

so blessed to have her hold our daughter in her light 

for two amazing years in the Noosa Pengari Steiner pre-

school where Belinda was assistant to the teacher. 

During this time, Belinda nurtured a beautiful and 

meaningful relationship with our daughter and with so 

many other children in the class. Her open heart, and 

her caring smile are always in full bloom. She is so 

patient with the little ones and always has a cuddle or 

hug when needed. I would highly recommend Belinda 

as a child care provider. Your child and family will be 

very lucky if you have the opportunity to have her in 

your lives." 

Karen Hughes-Field 

 

"Thank you for being so instrumental in my P's life. 

Thank you for your care, gentleness, love and attention. 

You are so beautiful inside and out!" 

Ann-Marie Griffin 

 

"Why is it when I see the colour yellow, I think of you? 

Maybe because yellow is the colour of the Sun - the 

giver of light, warmth and life. You always greet the 

children with a beautiful smile, open arms and love, 

how dear you are to us all." 

Ali Rainbow 


